Modern advances in reconfigurable analog technologies are allowing field-programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) to dramatically grow in size, flexibility, and usefulness. With these advances, analog circuits and systems can be programmable, reconfigurable, adaptive, implemented on standard CMOS to take advantage of scaled CMOS technology, and at a density comparable to digital memories. Our goal in this paper is to develop the first physical design automation toolset for floating-gate based FPAA with focus on minimization of parasitic effects on FPAA interconnect. We provide graphbased analog circuit and FPAA device modeling suitable for efficient mapping. Our FPAA clustering algorithm constructs Computational Analog Blocks (CAB) from analog circuit elements while improving the utilization of the device and reducing its impact on the total number of routing switches used. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
While digital processors can perform the desired functions, there are many cases where an analog design can offer the same functionality at a fraction of the power required for the digital solution. Modern advances in reconfigurable * This research has been supported by the National Science Foundation under contract CNS-0411149.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. analog technologies are allowing field-programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) to dramatically grow in size, flexibility, and usefulness. With these advances, analog circuits and systems can be programmable, reconfigurable, adaptive, implemented on standard CMOS to take advantage of scaled CMOS technology, and at a density comparable to digital memories. Our goal in this paper is to develop the first physical design automation toolset for floating-gate based FPAA with focus on minimization of parasitic effects on FPAA interconnect.
On the otherhand, FPAAs still have not achieved the same success as FPGAs in the digital domain even with the grown interest, availability and use of FPAAs. This results from several factors, including the lack of CAD tools, small circuit density, small bandwidth and layout dependent noise figures. These factors are all related to each other, making the design of a high performance FPAA a multi-dimensional problem. A critical reason behind these difficulties is the non-ideal programming technology, which contributes a large portion of parasitics into the sensitive analog system.
The floating-gate transistors used in our FPAAs are standard pFET devices whose gate terminals are not connected to signals except through capacitors. Because the gate terminal is well insulated from external signals, it can maintain a permanent charge, and thus, it is an analog memory cell similar to an EEPROM cell. We propose to develop the first mapping algorithm for floating-gate based largescale FPAA. The possibility of programmable analog technology has potential to penetrate the market from simple one-parameter programmable elements to large-scale signal processing front-end systems. A few companies have already started investigating using analog floating-gate elements as simple trimming elements for analog applications, but these approaches only start to unlock the potential of this technology. An illustration of analog circuit mapping using our FPAA is shown in Figure 1 .
The existing CAD works for FPAAs target switch capacitorbased FPAAs (Motorola) and include behavioral synthesis [10, 3] , technology mapping [2] , and place-and-route [10, 9, 1] . However, these algorithms are designed for smallscale FPAAs and thus are not applicable for our large-scale floating-gate based FPAA. In addition, the placement and routing constraints in our floating-gate based FPAA are radically different from the switch capacitor-based FPAA. Since the major parasitic effects on FPAA chips are due to parasitic resistance and capacitance on FPAA interconnects, our goal is to minimize the overall routing switches used while satisfying various device/wire-related constraints.
The remainer of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the analog circuit and FPAA device modeling. Section III presents the problem formulation. Section IV presents the signal degradation modeling. Section V presents our FPAA clustering algorithm. Experimental results are shown in Section VI, and we conclude in Section VII.
DEVICE AND CIRCUIT MODELING

FPAA Device Modeling
A floating-gate element is a polysilicon layer that has no contacts to other layers; this floating-gate can be the gate of a MOSFET and can be capacitively connected to other layers. Charge on the floating-gate is stored permanently, providing a long-term memory, because it is completely surrounded by a high-quality insulator. Since the floating-gate voltage can modulate a MOSFET's channel current, the floating-gate is not only a memory, but also can be an integral part of a computation. The charge on the floating-gate is modified through a combination of hot-electron injection and electron tunneling, and the modifications can occur simultaniously to the computation being performed [4, 6, 7] . The small size and scalability make these approaches ideal for integration with classical analog techniques (e.g. voltage references, filters, ADCs or DACs) as well as larger-scale analog signal processing techniques (e.g. compression or classification for audio or image signal processing). Therefore, with both digital and analog signal processing modalities feasible, more options are now available when designing a signal processing system. The computational logic in the FPAA is organized in a compact computational analog block (CAB) that consists of op-amps, transistors, multiplier, programmable capacitors, edge detectors and filters. An illustration is shown in Figure 2 . CABs are tiled across the chip in a regular mesh-type architecture with busses and local interconnects in-between. The major parasitic effects on FPAA chips are due to parasitic resistance and capacitance on FPAA interconnects. Therefore, the primary objective during mapping is to minimize the total number of wires and switches involved in each interconnect.
We model the given FPAA architecture with an undirected graph A(V, E), where V denotes a set of CABs, I/O cells, local crossbars, and global crossbars, and E denotes a set of local wires, crossbar wires, global wires, and I/O 
Analog Circuit Modeling
Analog circuit modeling can be divided into two phases: analog circuit description and element modeling. Analog circuit description, the process in which a circuit that will be analyzed is represented in terms of its topology and element values, has two major challenges. The first challenge is to make the description human readable, and the second challenge is to make it programmatically friendly. In order to satisfy these constraints, a SPICE-like netlist was chosen to describe the circuits. Each element in the circuit is specified by an element line that contains the name and the circuit nodes to which the element is connected to. The element name is an alphanumeric string which begins with a reserved name and ends with a number representing a unique node. Thus, vm1, vm2, cg1, ca1, and op1 are all valid element names representing different nodes in a circuit. Input and output pins are described in a similar fashion. More complex circuits can be created by using sub-circuit files. Basically, a generic circuit is described with an input/output node interface list and a similar netlist as a regular circuit but without unique numbers representing each element. This sub-circuit then can be used multiple times in a circuit description without having to re-write every element in the sub-circuit description. Element modeling is the next phase after analog circuit description. Each element is modeled as one or more vertices in a directed graph depending on the number of output terminals. Unlike digital gates, analog devices may have multiple output terminals. Also, each vertex must drive only one net. In order to support such a device, pseudo vertices and pseudo nets are introduced into the graph. Figure 4 illustrates a sample analog circuit and its corresponding directed graph.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We divide the FPAA physical synthesis process into three steps, namely, FPAA clustering, FPAA placement, and FPAA routing:
• FPAA Clustering: the input is the netlist along with FPAA architecture. The output is a clustered netlist that satisfies the device-related resource constraints, i.e., number of components and IO ports in each CAB. The primary objective is to minimize the amount of inter-cluster connection, which has positive impact on total number of switches needed after routing. The secondary objective is to pack each cluster to its capacity in order to minimize the number of CABs needed.
• FPAA Placement: the FPAA placement problem is to seek a 1-to-1 mapping between the set of clusters we obtain from FPAA clustering and the set of CABs in the given FPAA architecture. In addition, we map I/O nodes in the given circuit to I/O cells in the FPAA. The primary objective is to minimize the estimated number of switches needed after routing. The secondary objectives include total/maximum wirelength and reduced congestion (= improved routability).
• FPAA Routing: the FPAA routing problem is to map each edge in G to a set of wires in the given FPAA architecture. Each intra-cluster edge in G may use local wires, whereas each inter-cluster edge may only use vertical and possibly horizontal global wires. The objective is to complete the routing while minimizing the performance degradation. Our goal is to minimize the total parasitics along the interconnect, and this is done by minimizing the number of various types of wires and switches along the interconnects.
The focus of this paper is to develop algorithms for FPAA clustering. There are three types of possible interconnects between the components. These can be called as intra-CAB, inter-CAB/intra-column and inter-column interconnects. Each of these interconnects are essentially wires which are connected to the components or other types of interconnects via floating-gate transistor switches. Due to the fact that each interconnect type contains different number of switches and the switches still have a loading effect on the circuits even when they are closed, different interconnect types have different effects on the circuit performance.
Intra-CAB interconnects are local interconnects within every CAB. For this reason, they are also referred to as internal nets, or i-nets in this paper. These interconnects correspond to the local wires and several switches on them, which can only be used to connect the components within a CAB. Since they don't go all the way from the top row of CABs to the bottom and contain less total number of switches than other types of interconnects along the wire, the overall parasitic effect of switches on the interconnect is less and is desirable for connections that require less loading. These interconnects can not be used for connecting a component to another component if they are clustered in different CABs.
Inter-CAB interconnects correspond to the vertical global wires on columns of the FPAA. Since these wires (along with their inter-column counterparts to be described below) establish connections between the components clustered into different CABs, they are also called as external nets, or xnets in this paper. There are also switches enabling access to the inter-column interconnects on these wires. When a connection has been established on an inter-CAB/intra-column interconnect, that wire is dedicated to this connection from the very top row to the bottom. Hence, these interconnects have to be shared between the CABs in a column, and are very valuable resources. An inter-CAB/intra-column interconnect has more loading effect on the circuit compared to an intra-CAB interconnect.
In order to establish connection between the components in different FPAA columns, a horizontal global wire, namely, an inter-column interconnect is required. These wires have accesses to the vertical global wires via floating-gate transistor switches. Since these wires go all the way from the first column to the last, they cause a considerable loading on the circuit as well.
Intra-CAB and inter-CAB/intra-column interconnects are all determined at the end of clustering phase. On the other hand, inter-column interconnects can be determined only after the placement phase.
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION
The impact of interconnect parasitics strongly depends on whether the interconnect is an internal or an external signal path. An internal path connects two elements in a single CAB, two CABs, or one CAB and input I/O cell. An external path connects a CAB to an output I/O cell. The performance degradation from an external path, denoted D ext , is simply given by the sum of all wires and switches parasitics along the path.
By introducing the capacitor attenuation parameter α, the parasitic effects on FPAA interconnects are modeled as capacitor attenuation. In order to estimate the circuit performance degradation caused by the parasitics on an FPAA signal path i, the capacitors that are charged or discharged through the signal path i are attenuated by a factor of α during the circuit analysis. The capacitance attenuation parameter α i for path i is defined to be the ratio between the capacitance at the destination CAB and the source CAB. The computation of αi involves computing parasitics along i between the source and sink CABs. Let V 
where α j is the capacitor attenuation factor for a path that drives capacitor c j .
Assuming a single CAB is driving an output cell, the computation of Dext is straightforward. For each output, we compute the total wire resistance between the CAB output and the output cell, which will in turn determine the corresponding output attenuation factor. On the other hand, the computation of D int is much harder due to its high runtime and space complexity. For a given output v, we need to examine all possible paths that connect to v. However, there exists an exponential number of directed external paths for a single output in a directed graph G. In addition, for each CAB-to-CAB connection e, we may need to store sensitivity value for all output cells since e may lead to all output nodes. Thus the time complexity is exponential and space complexity is quadratic. During our physical synthesis optimization, therefore, it is desirable to compute estimated values of D int and D ext instead of exact values. The parasitics of wires and switches along the paths to output cells play the major role. Therefore, we focus on minimizing the number of switches on the intra-CAB and inter-CAB interconnect as mentioned in Section 3 for performance degradation minimization.
FPAA CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Constraints, Objectives and Challenges
There are two main types of structural constraints in the FPAA architectures, namely, device and net constraints. There is a certain number of each device or analog circuit block in each CAB. These numbers determine the device constraints. Furthermore, we don't have infinitely many wires and switches for connecting the devices and circuit blocks to each other. The wires for connecting components of the same CAB to each other are called as internal nets whereas the remaining wires that are used to connect devices from different CAB's to each other are called as external nets. Each type of net has its own limits and all these limits in addition to the device constraints are given in a device file.
In the proposed FPAA clustering algorithm, we accept user defined constraints in addition to the structural constraints. The components specified by the user defined constraints have to be clustered into the same group under all conditions. Due to the hierarchical support of the cell data structure, we can create a new cell which will cover all the cells in this group and treat the whole cluster as a single cell.
Unfortunately, the x-net limits described above are not exclusive to each CAB but they must also be observed by the CABS which will share the same column at the end of the placement phase. This x-net sharing condition shapes our objective during FPAA clustering, which is to minimize the number of used CAB's while keeping the number of inets as high and the number of x-nets as low as possible. The constraint on number of x-nets for the proposed FPAA architectures is so hard that at this time we had to give priority to reducing the cut size between the clusters rather than being concerned with the weight of the nets.
Another challenge comes from one of the components in the FPAA structure, which is called as Vector Matrix Multiplier (VM). Since it is a rather large circuit compared to the others, it comes with only a few of all CAB's. So, this component is given higher priority in determining the order for clustering the cells. This is not the only challenge brought on by VMs. Due to its high number of input and output terminals, a VM can easily violate the x-net limitation by itself. Actually, not only VM but also the cell groups formed by the user defined constraints described above can introduce similar CAB Selection 1: best = NULL; 2: for (each ordered cell i) 3:
for (each CAB c) 4:
if (c is available for i)
if (best == NULL) 8:
for (each CAB x with x-net violation) 9:
if (x-net reduce(x)) 10: best = x; 11: return best; challenges. This would cause problems in a straightforward clustering algorithm since there would be times that there are no available CAB's in sight and the search would stop. This problem is overcome by the x-net reduction algorithm we propose later.
In the following sections, different steps of FPAA clustering algorithm are described.
Pre-clustering and Cell Ordering
In this step, cells corresponding to the components that have to be in the same cluster under all conditions due to user defined constraints or other possible reasons are grouped together under a higher level cell. The I/O cells are also separated from the remaining cells in this step.
Once the groups are formed, all non I/O cells are put into an order for clustering. The atomic cells already preclustered will be exempt from ordering and clustering. Instead their parent cells will be ordered and clustered.
During ordering, the three main groups are treated differently. VM type cells and other cells that include VM type cells are given the highest priority. Then comes the user defined groups of cells. Finally, the remaining cells follow after being ordered according to Modified Hyper Edge Coarsening scheme [5] . The motivation is to give higher priority to the cells in the same net to group together first, thereby reducing the inter-CAB connection.
CAB Selection
A pseudocode for the CAB selection algorithm is presented in Figure 5 . The cells to be clustered are already ordered in the previous step. Next, for each of these cells every CAB is scanned for availability and then ranked. Ranking is done based on the improvement of occupancy of the cab, increase in the number of i-nets and decrease in the number of x-nets when the given cell is assigned to the CAB of interest. The CAB with the highest rank is selected for assignment.
A CAB may be unavailable for a given cell due to device and net constraints. If addition of the cell violates the device constraints or i-net constraints (local switch limits), there is no way that this selection may be feasible. X-net violation, on the other hand, is a different issue. Allowing temporary violation of x-net constraints may later result in an increase in i-nets within acceptable limits. Thus, the cabs which violate only x-nets are kept in a separate list, called as
for (each neighbor n of c) 3:
if (c is available for n) 4:
pkey[n] = # nets in n not link to c; 5:
skey[n] = # nets in n link to c; 6: if (no n is available) 7:
return FALSE; 8:
add n with max skey[n] with min skey[n]; 9: return TRUE; Figure 6 : Pseudo code for x-net reduction algorithm.
x-net-violate-only cabs in an order such that the cabs with lower overflow value are in front. These cabs are tested for x-net reduction algorithm (line 10) in the case that no available CAB's may be found for assignment. X-net reduction algorithm is explained in the following section.
X-net Reduction
X-net reduction algorithm described in Figure 6 is inspired by Prim's minimum spanning tree algorithm [8] . The objective of this algorithm is to reduce the number of x-nets of the cluster assigned to the given cab to an acceptable level. This value could be the x-net limit or even lower. Every neighboring cell available for this cluster is given a key, which is the number of nets of this neighbor cell not shared with the cluster. Then the neighbor with the minimum key is selected for assignment to the cab containing the cluster. If there are several cells all having the same minimum key value, then we look at the maximum secondary key holder among these cells. Secondary key is the number of nets of a cell which are also shared with the given cluster.
X-net reduction continues until the number of x-nets are below the desired value (success), or the cab is no more available for neighboring cells (no success).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our algorithms using C++/STL, compiled with gcc v3.3, and tested on an Apple Powerbook loaded with MAC OS X Panther v10.3, running with a 1.5 GHz PowerPC G4 processor, and containing 1 GB of RAM. The benchmark generation and clustering processes were independent C++/STL programs.
The algorithms were tested in 4 different FPAA architectures of various sizes with 5 benchmark circuits using each architecture. Currently, there are two available CAB types. These types are given in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes different FPAA architectures. Due to the different number of rows in each architecture, each FPAA column may accomodate more CABs. Thus, inter-CAB/intra-column interconnect limitations have to be adjusted accordingly. Therefore, different number of global wires per column are allowed for each architecture. The 20 benchmark circuits being used are displayed in Table 3 . Sizes of the benchmark circuits range from 10 components with 17 nets up to 500 components and 707 nets.
Clustering algorithm has been applied to 20 benchmark circuits in 4 different FPAA architectures and the results Table 3 . Depending on the benchmark circuit complexity, number of generated clusters range from 2 up to 106. The number of local switches obtained at the clustering phase will be the final total number of switches whereas the number of global switches given in the table represent only those which connect the CABs to the vertical global wires. The total number of global switches can be known only after the placement is finished and the switches connecting vertical wires to the horizontal wires are determined. For each cluster, average utilization of components is within 40% to 60% margin, which is acceptable due to the fact that priority is given to reducing the number of external connections and the limited number of internal connections. Utilization of external connections is lower than that of internal connections and components, which is also not a bad thing, for it will make the further steps of mapping easier by giving more room to sharing of external connections in a column. Internal connections, on the other hand could be better utilized than the obtained results, since it would further reduce the number of external connections and this limitation will not be revisited in further steps once the clustering is complete.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the problem formulation and algorithms for clustering targeting floating-gate based FPAA. Since the major parasitic effects on FPAA chips are due to parasitic resistance and capacitance on FPAA interconnects, our goal is to minimize the overall routing switches used while satisfying various device/wire-related constraints. Our ongoing work includes placement and routing as well as path length balancing heuristics. Signal degradation modeling and analysis is also underway. Our FPAA mapping tool will be used to evaluate and improve candidate FPAA architectures for a variety of signal processing designs.
